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InterContinental Adelaide | Luxury Hotel South Australia

Chromecast streaming, complimentary WiFi and more. Enter a world of sophisticated comfort with our Club InterContinental Rooms. Whether you are celebrating a special occasion, staying for the night on town, or simply want to unwind in style, our Club InterContinental Rooms are the perfect choice for an indulgent Adelaide getaway.

Virtual Exhibition 2021

Not surprisingly, I was influenced by the work of Hans Heyesen and the Romantic tradition, especially JMW Turner and Rousseau poets. The light of early morning and late afternoon are for me ‘the magic hours’ and I seek to interpret subjects with the aid of creating visual poetry.

Virtual Reality Tours In South Australia

The brilliant aquamarine water fades into deep blue and the sand is so blindingly white it looks like snow drifts across the road. It was the home and studio of the 100 Best Towns in Australia - Australian Traveller

Great Barrier Reef (after Hans Heyesen's painting of the same name)

11 Top-Rated Tourist Attractions in South Australia

12 Top-Rated Attractions & Things to Do in Perth | PlanetWare

Children’s picture book

Art Gallery | Tag | ArchDaily

Exceptional Artistry, Exceptional Interiors. Welcome to Adelaide – Australia

Discover the Cedars of Heysen, the heritage home and artist’s studio, and Beerenberg Strawberry Farm. The small entry fee is donated to research for BPAN, a rare, terminal neurological disease. For the latest daily updates, contact Verdun on (08) 8388 4562 or on Facebook. ***

Strawberry Farm. The small entry fee is donated to research for BPAN, a rare, terminal neurological disease. For the latest daily updates, contact Verdun on (08) 8388 4562 or on Facebook. ***
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